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Introduction 

To meet the goal of 60% plant-cycle 
efficiency or better set in the ATS Program for 
baseload utility scale power generation, several 
critical technologies need to be developed. 
One such need is the improvement of compo- 
nent efficiencies. This work addresses the 
issue of improving the performance of turbo- 
machine components in gas turbines through 
the development of an advanced three- 
dimensional and viscous blade design system. 
This technology is needed to replace some 
elements in current design systems that are 
based on outdated technology. 

Objectives 

In the design process of turbomachin- 
ery blading, there are two categories of 
Computational-Fluid-Dynamics tools available 
to the designers: the analysis method and the 
inverse method. The analysis method predicts 
the flowfield about a specified blade geometry. 
On the other hand, in an inverse method, the 
designers prescribe certain desired conditions 
for the flowfield, and the method generates the 
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blade geometry. Although a large number of 
robust and well-established 3D Eulermavier- 
Stokes computer codes have been developed in 
the analysis mode and are being used daily by 
designers, no such method appears to exist in 
the inverse mode for fully three-dimensional 
flows. The proposed work will produce a 
unique CFD capability for designers in the gas 
turbine industry. 

Current state-of-the-art blade design 
systems consist of two primary stages. In the 
first stage, the combined throughflow and 
blade-to-blade methods (or the so-called quasi- 
3D methods) based on the general theory of 
Wu (1952) are used to design the blade pro- 
files at several spanwise stations to produce 
some prescribed flow conditions. These 2D 
cascaded airfoils are then "stacked" together to 
form the initial design of the 3D blade profile. 
In many situations such as highly-loaded and 
low-aspect ratio blading, when the blade pro- 
file designed with a quasi-3D methods is built 
and tested, it will not produce the prescribed 
flow conditions. The primary reason for this 
deficiency is that the quasi-3D approach does 
not properly model the complex three- 
dimensional nature of the flowfield in turbo- 
machines. Consequently, a second blade 
design iteration is required. In this second 
stage of the blade design cycle, advanced 3D 
Euler and/or Navier-S tokes analysis codes are 
used to assist the designers to "manually" 
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modify the 3D blade profile until the desired 
flowfield is obtained. 

The objective of this research is to 
develop a robust fully three-dimensional and 
viscous inverse method for turbomachine 
blades. This method is developed to replace 
the quasi-3D inverse methods currently em- 
ployed in industry. Blade profiles designed by 
a fully 3D and viscous inverse method will 
result in more efficient blade design and 
shorter blade design cycle. We also believe 
that the use of a 3D and viscous inverse meth- 
od can result in great advancements in blade 
designs because it has the potential of invent- 
ing new or "revolutionary" blade designs. The 
current practice generally will only produce 
"evolutionary" changes in blade design. 

Project Description 

In this work, we will develop an in- 
verse design method that has the following 
capabilities: (1) full three-dimensionality, and 
(2) prediction of three dimensional viscous ef- 
fects. Two primary tasks are to be carried out 
in this proposed work. The first task consists 
of extending the 2D inviscid-flow inverse 
method of Dang (1995) to a fully 3D viscous- 
flow inverse method. The second task consists 
of the validation work for the proposed 3D 
inverse method. 

The general three-dimensional equa- 
tions of motion written in the blade-relative 
frame using cylindrical coordinates (r,8,x) can 
be expressed in the vector form as 

1 
r = -(S- + s,, + s,s 

where U is the conservative-variable vector, 
{ Einv,Finv,Ginv} are the conventional inviscid- 
flux vectors. The source vector Sin" accounts 
for (1) terms arising from the use of the cylin- 
drical coordinate system, and (2) for the iner- 
tial forces in the case of a rotating blade row. 
The source vector Svisc contains the viscous 
stresses, while the additional source vector S,, 
contains the blade body force field. 

In Eq. (l), the source term denoted by 
Svisc models viscous effects as a distributed 
body-force field and can be represented as 

- s* = '  

In this study, we propose to use the simple but 
effective 3D viscous-model of Denton (1 992) 
to predict viscous losses. This method has 
been shown to give good agreements with the 
measured flowfields about many axial and ra- 
dial turbomachines, and the method is being 
used by many design offices. In the viscous 
method of Denton (1992), by assuming that 
the grid points one element away from solid 
surfaces lie within the log-law region of a tur- 
bulent boundary layer, the surface shear stress 
is calculated using the well accepted relation- 
ship between the shear stress, velocity and 
distance in the log-law region. The method 
assumes that the surface streamlines lie on the 
edge of the viscous sublayer so that the veloci- 
ty has slip at solid boundaries. Finally, away 
from the wall, the shear stresses are obtained 
from a simple mixing length model. 

In theory, we modelled the presence of 
the blades with a discrete and periodic body- 
force field (Dang & Isgro, 1996). The blade 
body force represents entirely the reaction on 
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the fluid as a result of pressure forces concen- 
trated at the blade surfaces. Consequently, the 
blade body force is zero everywhere except at 
the blade surfaces (i.e. a discrete body-force 
field). In practice, by taking the "convention- 
al" computational domain that comprises the 
flow passage between two consecutive blades 
and excluding the blade surfaces, the blade 
body-force term appearing in the equations of 
motion is replaced by a pressure-jump bounda- 
ry condition. 

By considering the (3-component of the 
momentum integral equation, one can readily 
show that the local pressure jump across the 
blade (or the blade loading) is 

Ap(s,n) = p +  - p -  

where s and n are distances measured along 
and across some quasi-meridional streamlines, 
respectively. These quasi-meridional stream- 
lines can be the grid lines in the meridional 
plane. 

From an order-of-magnitude considera- 
tion, the first term on the right-hand-side of 
Eq. (3) accounts for the streamwise change in 
the tangential momentum-flux, while the sec- 
ond term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (3) 
accounts for the change in the tangential 
momentum-flux across the quasi-meridional 
streamsurface. Consequently, we have 

and we see that the blade loading is on the 
order of 
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Let us deijne the mass-averaged tangential 
velocity rVe(s,n) as 

where m (s,n) is defined as the local pitch- 
averaged mass flow rate per unit area, i.e. 

On substituting the above definitions into 
Eq. (3), we obtain 

From the order-of-magnitude discussed earlier 
(Eq. (4)), the first term on the right-hand-side 
of Eq. (8) is much larger than the second term, 
and we have 

Ap - O(-$[mrpJ] (9) 

Furthermore, we expect the mass flow rate to 
be relatively constant within the quasi- 
meridional streamtubes, i.e. 

and we conclude that the blade loafiing is pro- 
portional to the rate of change of rV, along 
the quasi-meridional streamlines. In this pro- 
posed inverse method, the circumferential 
mass-axeraged angular momentum per unit 
mass rVe (or approximately the blade loading) 



is the prescribed flow quantity. During the 
inverse calculation, the blade loading is iter- 
ated using Eq. (8). The other prescribed quan- 
tity is the blade thickness distribution. 

The central philosophy behind the pro- 
posed inverse method is to use the slip bound- 
ary conditions along the blade surfaces to 
"trace out" the blade shape. In the inverse 
problem, the boundary conditions at the blade 
surfaces for Eq. (1) are different from those 
used in the analysis problem. The usual no- 
flux condition (or the slip boundary condition) 
along the blades surfaces is not enforced in 
solving Eq. (1). Instead, fluid is allowed to 
cross the blade surfaces during the iteration for 
the blade shape, and a pressure-jump condition 
is imposed along the blade surfaces. The slip 
boundary conditions along the blade surfaces 

'are used to adjust the blade profile so that it 
aligns with the local flow. Finally, we will 
formulate the boundary conditions so that 
blade cooling can be accounted for. 

The equations of motion given in 
Eq. (1) is solved using the well-known 
Jameson et al. (1981) four-stage Runge-Kutta 
time-stepping scheme. This algorithm, and its 
variations, are being used in many Euler and 
Navier-Stokes turbomachine analysis codes 
(Adamczyk, 1989; Dawes, 1992; Denton, 
1992). 

Accomplishments 

This project started in September 1995. 
We are in the process of developing the 3D 
inviscid-flow version of the code. 
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